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Quick Start: Microsoft Flow
Congratulations! You’re ready to automate some of your manual processes. Automation of manual or inefficient processes has a measurable returns on investments. But how do you get started?
Don’t worry! Implementing new technology and processes can seem like a daunting challenge. We often hear
said as “We don’t know what we don’t know” or “We didn’t know that tool would be a good fit for that business
problem”
The Quick Start: Microsoft Flow offers foundational knowledge of the tool, and how it can be used with
different data and contexts outside of SharePoint. This day and half workshop is designed for power-users
to learn and quickly apply skills to automate a business problem. The engagement consists of the following
three pillars:
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I’m ready to Quick Start Automation, but...
What will we gain?
- A fully functioning flow based on your organization’s
business processes

How will it work?
1. P
 re-engagement survey to understand your

- An understanding of how a Microsoft Flow is
triggered

business priorities
2. In-Person Day-and-a-Half Workshop

- Knowledge on how to work with actions,
expressions, logic and conditions
- The ability to setup automated approvals
- An understanding of how to connect with different
data sets
- The ability to administer Flows
- Best Practices for building low-maintenance Flows
- How to use the Flow Mobile Application

3. A
 complete Flow based on your automation
needs

Investment*

$5,000
*Price is fixed fee and includes all professional services and
travel expenses (if within 60 miles of Red Level’s corporate
office in Novi, MI otherwise travel expenses would be
additional).Catered lunch provided for Full-Day workshop for
up to 8 customer attendees.

Where do I start?
Contact your Red Level Account Manager or reach out to us:
(248) 412-8200

v@redlevelgroup.com

